Replace Chaos with Care
More ways to track. More power to act.

Don’t lose valuable time searching for equipment or team members. Instead, invest that time where it is most needed: on patient care. By incorporating the right mix of tracking solutions, you can have real-time insights to rapidly locate essential assets and teams, and increase accuracy. Ensure the highest level of quality for your patients, use resources wisely and reduce costs.

Let Tracking Drive Smarter Patient Care
Across your entire health system

Asset Management
Locate critical resources such as transport monitors, defibrillators and oxygen pumps right away

People Management
Quickly find team members

Patient Management
Reduce errors and improve patient outcomes

Benefits

Elevate Patient Care
Track Your Inventory
Organize and Automate Documentation
Lower Operating Costs
Increase Quality

24,000 approximate number of hours spent by hospital staff searching for equipment on an annual basis1
Enhance Patient Care with Real-time Visibility

Zebra offers the broadest portfolio of tracking solutions, so you have the flexibility to choose the right technology for your healthcare operations and environments. Have confidence knowing that whatever solution you pick, you can trust that every hardware, software and analytic component will work as one unified platform.

Supporting Technology

- **RFID**
- **Bluetooth**

Software, Professional Services and Support

- **Zebra MotionWorks** Asset
- **Zebra MotionWorks** Enterprise
- **Zebra Prescriptive Analytics**
- **Zebra VisibilityIQ**
- **Zebra Data Services**
- **Zebra MotionWorks** Signature Services
- **RFID Design**

Minimize Disruption. Maximize Care.

Find Your Confidence with Zebra

This is just the start of what we can do together. Leverage our experience amassed from thousands of implementations worldwide.

- Unified platform
- Scalable and tailored to meet your needs
- Proven experience with thousands of implementations worldwide
- 10,000+ partners around the globe


Track and Act to Deliver the Best Patient Care and Quality